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Open Road Media Science Fantasy, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 201 x 135
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In this noir thriller set on the interstellar Quadrail,
former government agent Frank Compton can t catch a break. After a successful mission against
the Modhri, the coral polyp-based group mind that is attempting to take over the galaxy, Frank
arrives at his New York apartment. A young woman is waiting for him, pointing a gun at his face.
She tells him that someone on New Tigris is holding her ten-year-old sister. Compton takes her gun
and orders her out, only to be rousted out of bed and accused of her brutal murder. After Frank s
ally Bruce McMicking posts his bail, Frank travels to New Tigris with his assistant, Bayta, and locates
the sister, who is part of a key resistance group that is fighting the Modhri throughout the galaxy.
Compton must get the girl to a hidden refuge planet via the Quadrail to ensure the continued efforts
of the resistance. But can he do it before the Modhri gets to her first?Compelling characters, hard-
boiled sleuthing, and non-stop action make this a hard SF thriller that will...
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A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna go through again once more in the
future. Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is merely right a er i finished reading through this book in which basically modified me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel

It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner
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